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Editors’ Note
Dear Readers,

As of April 2022, the world is slowly returning to a normal life. Not fully yet, but slowly.

Some have fully adjusted to the new normal life, but others are having difficulty doing

so. Even so, technology and science plays an important role in our lives. We sometimes

take a break to appreciate the small things in our surroundings. It could be the birds,

butterflies and rocks that we see in our neighborhoods and parks. It could be inspiration

from music. Or simply reading and enjoying art. Art has always played a vital role in

human’s lives, through various forms. Whether it is photography, poetry, writing,

drawing, and so on. The Ink & Feather magazine is dedicated to promoting all forms of

art and our goals could not be achieved without you.

The Ink & Feather Spring 2022 issue has been a long journey, and the end is a beautiful

product. This past year, the editors have worked hard in creating and writing the issue.

The editing team has two graduating members and we are thankful for the guidance

they have given us.

The Spring 2022 Issue is dedicated to the importance of enjoying life through art and

accepting life as it is. Acceptance is an issue that we all face, but it is a conscious effort

we have to make to ensure that everyone feels welcome. It can be hard, but we have to

try. The following pieces are all unique and have deep-rooted meanings behind each of

them.

Lysa Cohen, our founder and leader, has provided us this invaluable opportunity to help

others and truly present life as it appears to us. A few of our members will not be with

us next year, but we will have a full team once again, and we will do our best to keep

improving. And most of all, we can’t be better or publish more issues without your

support. So thank you for staying by our side through thick and thin. We look forward to

more art and writing and we hope you enjoy reading this issue!
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Graduating Editor Note
Dear Readers,

Working on this magazine has been a crazy and almost mystic experience (the mystic

part coming mostly from Ms. Lysa). I learned an amount of skills in such a short amount

of time, and in a subtle and refined manner, it has changed me for the better. I am so

grateful to have had this opportunity, and I will continue to be creative until the end. I

hope our readers enjoy the magazine thoroughly, and I hope it evokes thought and

inspiration to any degree for every individual.

Sincerely,

Ameerah Zafar
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Egypt
Sanjana Balaji

My name is Sekhet, and I am 13 years old. I live in the Egyptian city-state of

Heliopolis. My mother is a priestess and my father is a royal scribe. I have an elder

sister, Serkhet, who is already married and has 3 children. I have 2 older brothers who

are twins, Raket and Karhet and a younger brother, Remun. I have a maid, Akhet, who

has raised me since my birth and is my favorite family member.

Since I’m studying to be a priestess in the ziggurat of Ra, I attend scribe school to

learn how to read and write. Though I am the second youngest in my family, I have to

get married second. It is to take place in a month with Senusnet.

My house is a 3- story house that is made of adobe, sun dried mud blocks. On the

first floor, we have the reception area, dining room, the entrance, and the main hall. On

the second floor, there are private quarters for my parents, for Remun and the twins. On

the third floor there is space for myself and my sister. Now that my sister is gone, I have

the whole story to myself. I have 3 private quarters - one to sleep, a room to bathe, a

balcony and a library.
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Today, I woke up and headed downstairs to drink a glass of milk for breakfast and

came back to my private quarter. I picked out my dress, jewelry, and makeup. I climbed

int my private, scented bathing pool. Then Akhet poured water on me using jugs. A�er

that, Akhet helped me braid my hair, and put golden beads on the tips of them. She also

put eye black, kohl, eye paint, and perfume for me, which I checked using a highly

polished mirror made of silver. I wore a white chiton with a golden and indigo border.

Akhet also helped me put on a pair of earrings, 2 necklaces, armlets and anklets made of

gold. I also put on an indigo tinted amulet, that has been handed down from generation

to generation, and can ward off evil spirits and injuries.

For my lunch, I headed down again to the dining room. When I arrived, the

servants were cooking the food in clay ovens. They finished cooking and set the table

elegantly for my family. Once my family arrived, we began to eat. There was wine, wheat

bread with butter, a sliced roasted duck, milk with honey & a tasty vegetable salad made

of onions, beans, lettuce, cabbage, and radish. For dessert, we had sweet cakes made of

honey and dates. A�er that, we had fresh dates, plums, figs, and pomegranates to

freshen up our mouth.
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I went upstairs and made fixes in my makeup. I headed out to my school with

Akhet & on the way, we bought things for the house. As I learned how to read and write,

Akhet went back home and had her lunch, which was my family’s le�over lunch. When

class was over, I went home with Karheta, my best friend, so that we could finish our

assignment together.

As night started to fall, I walked home, changed into a so� night chiton, and

headed downstairs for dinner. For dinner we had lentil soup, more salad, bread and

butter, ambrosia, and nectar. A�er dinner, our family all went to the main hall and

discussed their day. My parents did not say anything since their day is related to the

government. Remun’s day was pretty good; he woke up, had lunch, went to his friend’s

house, went to the ziggurat of Ra, and did his classwork. The twins got in trouble since

they had not done anything useful. When I said things about my day, the twins were

jealous, but my mother quieted them down by sending them to their private quarters. As

they went upstairs, you could hear them moaning, groaning, complaining, and stomping.

It was very funny.

-Sekhet Day 347
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Rhopalocera
Sanjana Balaji

Butterflies are vibrant vile creatures. When they land on an object, their

uncomfortable legs brush the object. They cause “butterflies” in your stomach. They are

nauseating, repugnant, and vulgar. They can be announced as the slimy enemy. They are

dangerous, uncanny, abnormal, annoying, bothersome, horrifying, hairy, eerie, and

beautiful, but terrifying.

In modern terms, they can be classified as a catfish, captivating through their

beauty, but in reality a dirty monster. Similarly, butterflies are minuscule monsters. Tiny

terrors that are unbelievably elegant and graceful. Unfairly created as a captivating

animal. They enrapture the audience with their intricate patterns, and ambush the

unsuspecting victim. Horrendous creatures that are virulent and very truculent.

They annually migrate from the Northern hemisphere to the Southern

hemisphere to ensure that they live in warm places. They use the east, west, south, and

north winds to travel from place to place and attack more innocent people. They travel

in enormous hordes with venomous fangs ready to pounce.
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They can travel an impressive amount of distance in less time, causing a high

velocity, by flapping their glassy, see-through, wings against each molecule of air. They

use their antennae to sense incoming objects and smell flowers. They use their

proboscis to suck the life out of flowers and drain the floral plants of life. Unlike bees,

they do not even share their winnings, they keep the sweet blood of plants to

themselves, and survive off of the nectar, like a vampire. They can be labeled as a

bloodsucker of plants. They are the primary predator of the perfect world, using their

tiny teeth and menacing body parts to assault the unknowing organism.

Once the butterflies move south, they surround trees and rest on them. Do they

deserve the sleep and repose? No, they do not, but what can the prey do? They are

merely the victims of cold-blooded murder, never knowing when the next attack will be.

So, watch out for the colorful, flying titans in the crystal blue skies, they will come for

you next.
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The Bakery
Sanjana Balaji

In 1913, it was raining, if you could really call it that. The rain was slapping

against the roof slabs on top of my house, and I could hear each patter. With each patter,

the nightmares came back. The dark nights on a Boston street, without food for

stretches of ten days at times. The gangs of adolescent boys, stealing the scraps of food I

gathered from the dumpster behind an Italian restaurant. And I would slowly give way

to the fears as I shuddered and writhed in the anguish of living through the harshness of

life. A harsh truth which should have never been shown to a seventeen year old girl

whose life was composed of nothing more than learning to be a debutante in society and

doing everything possible to catch the eye of a handsome elegant gentleman.

In 1891, mother and I lay in the field of daffodils as I looked up at the sky. She

pointed out the clouds and laughed with me while we feasted on pastries Cook sent us

with. She really was the best cook I could ask for, she always sneaked me cookies a�er

dinner. Mother pointed at a cloud and exclaimed, “Look Livy, look at that cloud, it looks

like a broken heart. I hope you never endure that, my dear. For I am certain you will be

the apple of a man’s eye!” And foolish me responded by saying “MUM! Don’t be silly,
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you and daddy will be the only ones who will always love me. Daddy says I’m his

princess and you are his queen, will you really send me off?” My mum said “Of course

Livy, you will have to leave home one day.” And that was final.

“Mum, I can’t. I can-not. Not anymore, you can’t make me. This etiquette teacher

is just too atrocious to me. She makes me read everyday and then analyze what I just

read. Whatever could be the point of that?” My mum, always the epitome of serenity,

responded, “Livy, calm down, these literacy skills will be absolutely needed when you

have your own kids. To read them bedtime stories and answer the questions they place

upon you.” She was so blinded by her role in society, she couldn’t fathom what her own

daughter wanted. “Mummmm, I don’t want a kid. In truth, I don’t want to be married at

all.” The shock that my mom wore on her face, could never be forgotten. “Olivia Wiltner,

I have no care for your wishes, but never forget that you have no say in your life, you

follow your duty and ask no questions.” She was wrong because in the end, I ruled my

life. But what I gave to achieve that, tore at my existence.

I learned what everyone else wanted me to learn. But would anyone ask what I

wanted? And the answer was no, you only need to work for what you want. And the

energy to do that came from my will.
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In 1910, I ran away from home. I had had one season in British society and I was

done with the meddlesome mothers and forward gentlemen. Mother was no longer

‘Mum,’ she was just mother. We had been fighting a lot. Whenever it was too much for

me, I went to the basement and baked with Cook. My favorite dish was a strawberry

shortcake, so Cook made it every Sunday for me. On one Sunday, my mother and I

fought about my wish to open a business and skip the next season. I ended up packing

my bags and le� to stay at my friend’s house. A week later, I went back home, and

entered a second season. I vowed to myself to become self-sufficient that year and run to

America the next. I went through the spending books of my Father’s estates, I learned

how to wash, cook, sow, and run a household.

In 1911, I ran away from home and stayed at Cook’s sister’s house. The sister got

married later that year, so I moved out with the money I had saved from working at the

town pub as a waitress. I moved to Boston in January of 1912. I had an apartment and

life was good until I lost my money to some scoundrels. The bank told me they lost the

money, but I am confident they swindled my hard-earned money. I was basically broke

and ended up on the streets where I met Emmy. Emmy and I were best friends until she

went missing. When I asked the lady who lived in the box next to us, she said some men

came and took her away as she screamed while I was fetching food for us from the
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Italian restaurant on the next street. I searched for her everywhere, but I didn’t hear

from her for another three months.

In August of 1912, a white car appeared next to my box. I heard a knock, so I

stepped out. It was Emmy, but she had a black eye and severe bruising on her arm. I

screamed “EMMY! What happened to you?” She told me to run away before the men

came for me as well. She sat down and told me what happened to her. She had been

taken away by men who had connections to the mafia. They forced her to do things she

didn’t know existed. They used her mind, body, and soul, cruelly. She told me to run.

But, ten minutes a�er she le�, they came for me. And from August of 1912 to December

of 1912, I was used. I used to struggle, but I learned to give into it.

And on Christmas of 1912, the men let me go. And they gave me a few hundred bucks to

make up for the losses I amassed. But, they could never pay me back for the things they stole

from me. I used the money to pay rent and started working at a restaurant as a waitress. In June

of 1913, I had earned enough money, so I invested in a business and opened a bakery. I became

an entrepreneur. Right now, I run the bakery along with two young girls who volunteer here, and

I have nightmares of the homeless days and the scary men. But, I live everyday like they are my

own. I le� home and lived my dream, but I can’t focus on things. Some pain is too much to show

outside, so I keep it in.
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Hope in my heart
Sanjana Balaji

I had it, till it le�

I don’t know why it went

It helped me live and it helped me breathe

And it was always there for me underneath

So, please don’t leave

I promise to always believe

I now name you hope

Please help me cope

You always stayed in my heart

Please always leave a part

You help me ask for more and wish

Just like an ointment to my pain, a kiss

You encourage me to try

You give me a mind high

Even when I am down

You make me a crown

So be the king to my queen

Never leave doubt between

Be my courage and let me fly

For I will take you with me to the skies
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One Line
Sanjana Balaji

Artist Statement:

Name- One Line

Medium- sharpie

Description- inspired by Leonardo Da Vinci's line art influences and studies. He

practiced making paintings with one stroke of his brush. Starry Night was actually

supposed to be a prototype for this theory, but he ended up making a masterpiece.
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T4T Blues

Joey Maffei

T4T.

T for Trans; Transcendent, Transformative, Transparent, Transgender.

T for Tender, Timeless, Tenacious, Thriving

For Tangled, Trapped, Tainted, Taboo

T for Truth, for Trust; T for seeing each other, Truly

For understanding, Totally

Is that enough?

“Hope I don’t get beaten up!”

Words choked out through gritted teeth and pursed lips

The lighthearted chuckle mangled beyond recognition by the lump in his throat

The deep pain of the uncomfortable reality of this blind hatred and violence cloud any

twinkle in his eye.

My brow furrows and my lips press together into a forced smile of understanding.

I want to grab his hand, but the gesture feels criminally insufficient.

I want to grab his hand and guide him away from all of this.

I want to take him far away from the looks of disgust and malice, the stares like rusted

jagged daggers

Away from this place where people fear us and shelter their children from our wretched

existence

Away from this place where danger and darkness lurk down every street and in every

public restroom.

This ethereal daydream of a place feels too unbearable to imagine in its absurdity and I

shudder.

All we want is to be comfortable and happy.
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We want to be allowed to try and relieve this raw feeling of discomfort and wrongness

Gnawing away at our spirits and eroding our sanity.

I want to take his hand and make the pain disappear.

We can’t fix our world and we can’t create our own but...

It could be just us for a moment

The weight of existence li�ed from our chests for just a moment

Physical form insignificant, we float gently out of our worldly tethers for just a moment

We are as dancing drops of dye in crystal clear water for just a moment

As our colors bleed together, the walls we built to protect ourselves crumble, obsolete

for just a moment

We see each other, truly.

It's not enough, how could it be?

But it's everything to us, and for just a moment we allow ourselves to hope for a

shimmer of this in every moment.

Artist’s Statement:

This is a poem about the experience of a T4T couple (two trans people in a relationship)

and the pain, understanding, and intimacy of being transgender in our society. The title

is an homage to "Stone Butch Blues" by Leslie Feinberg, a significant figure of the

lesbian and transgender communities and radical activist particularly in the 80s and 90s.

This piece represented my view on the differences between childhood and adulthood.

The koi fish, painted with watercolor, is painted in a cartoonish style, along with the

water painted in acrylic. The hand, made with watercolor, was painted in a more

realistic tone, which represents how adulthood sometimes strips childhood away.
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Grateful
Nicolas Encinas

I am thankful for family

because of the great shared experiences I have,

I am thankful for friends

because they are the family we choose,

I am thankful for food

because it is delicious,

I am thankful for dogs

because they are simple and comforting,

I am thankful for music

because I can escape to a land of sound,

I am thankful for meeting new people

because without it I’d be driven insane,

I am thankful for track and field

because I can run away from my thoughts,

I am thankful for school

because of the new opportunities I am opened up to,

I am thankful for computers

because I get to discover and explore things I can't in real life,

I am thankful for mountains

because of the beautiful scenery there is to see,

I am thankful for biking

because I can travel wherever I wish to go.
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A Day in the City
Sanjana Balaji

Artist Statement:

Name- A Day in the City

Medium- Sharpie

Description- Another Art project about perspective and point of view. This artwork had

no specific inspiration, but it kind of looks like rural San Francisco.
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Diversifying the Narrative
Daniya Siddiqui

You walk into a modern-day English classroom, observing the plethora of books

that line the shelves. Shakespeare, Dickens, Twain… these are the names you see

repeated time and time again: the “classic” authors. You notice a common theme

between all of these authors: they are all white men. Despite the fact that about 50% of

students in the United States are nonwhite, multicultural content only appears in about

13% of children’s books, according to publisher Lee & Low.

With growing diversity in the US, there is a greater need for more diversity in

literature, especially in educational curriculums. Children in elementary school have to

read and analyze books that they don’t see their identities reflected in. For over 50 years,

teachers have been fighting for this diversity, and yet, there has been no major impact

on reading lists in schools.

You may be asking why this is—I asked myself that same question. According to

Senior Lecturer at Harvard, Pamela Mason, people teach material they are comfortable

with. Unfortunately, what many teachers are comfortable with is a canon that only

features white voices, only catering to a white demographic of students. Mason noticed
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a commonality among the elementary teachers at the school where she was teaching:

they did not know how to teach diverse literature. She realized that there was a major

lack of understanding when it comes to communicating diverse texts inside the

classroom. Teachers are used to teaching a certain type of story, so when they are

presented with new perspectives, there is a greater sense of difficulty when attempting

to communicate those ideas.

Filling libraries and classrooms with diverse literature is certainly a step forward;

however, it does not provide the tools for teachers to convey the material properly. This

realization prompted Mason to design several lectures, one of which is called

“Culturally Responsive Literature Instruction,” where she “explores the concept of

‘critical literacy’.” Some of the objectives in her course are to identify the cultural

implications in children’s literature and to make room for students to participate in the

discussion of diversified literature. Mason created four other professional education

programs related to culture in the school system, and they have been quite successful,

implying that educators are indeed interested in learning how to properly support the

different voices in their classrooms through literary means.

Stories read in English classes are not the only books lacking diversity. In history

textbooks, wars and monarchies are chronicled from a white point of view, o�en
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dismissing the struggles of minority groups over time. Personally, I remember learning

that a�er Abraham Lincoln signed the Emancipation Proclamation and Martin Luther

King Jr. gave his famous “I Have a Dream” speech, racism was over and everyone lived

in harmony. Of course, this is not the true story, and children deserve to learn the truth.

In math and science textbooks, women and people of color are rarely credited for their

contributions, preventing kids from seeing themselves represented in the STEM field.

As a student myself, the only book I have read displaying racial injustice, To Kill a

Mockingbird, was banned from many libraries and taken off classrooms’ book lists in my

area the year a�er I read it. According to the director of the American Library

Association’s Office for Intellectual Freedom, James LaRue, To Kill a Mockingbird is

frequently banned because of its “strong language, discussion of sexuality and rape, and

use of the n-word.” Although these are uncomfortable topics to discuss in a classroom, it

is important to expose students to difficult issues in order to expand their sheltered

mindset. Even though To Kill a Mockingbird discusses many important issues, it is not

the best option to keep on book lists, as it only offers a white woman’s view on racial

injustice. The book’s author, Harper Lee, was never subject to the disgusting racism she

wrote about in this book, so her perspective is limited to what she has witnessed. In

order to gain a true understanding of the type of racism written about in To Kill a
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Mockingbird, students should read stories by those who have firsthand experience of

situations like the one in this book.

I move through high school wondering when I am going to read a book written

by someone with a new perspective. Only reading books written through a white man’s

lens gets awfully tiring. Students go to school to learn about the world, and it is difficult

to complete that task when only being offered one perspective. When students

inevitably step out of the educational system and into the real world, it would be helpful

for them to have an expanded worldview, which can be supported by studying diverse

literature.

Although it is a difficult task, teaching more diverse literature would allow

students to see their own unique identities, as well as their classmates’, reflected in

stories. A little girl sitting in English class should not have to wonder why she cannot

relate to any of the characters in the books presented to her. Students are not all cut

from the same cloth, and literature read in schools should represent that. Providing the

tools to diversify the educational canon will truly help students, promoting empathy and

a better understanding of other cultures. In this increasingly diverse country,

understanding other cultures can almost be as important as understanding our own.
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Roses
Sanjana Balaji

Artist Statement:

Name- Roses

Medium- arteza markers and colored pencils

description- It was actually a doodle in art class and I was listening to Roses by Shawn

Mendez and I just began to draw. The song represents the chances of love, so the

contrast in colors represent the different possible outcomes
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Las Vegas
Meghana Kaluva Sale

a sad bag hangs on the tips of my fingers

the food is getting cold in the aluminum boxes

my pinky toes are aching

not used to breaking in

my blue converses for so long

the sidewalk is lined

with so many people

the lights encompass me

as I take another step

through the brightest city on Earth
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Peaches
Meghana Kaluva Sale

dear diary,

today I ate frozen peaches with a long fork

I scrubbed the dirt from under my nails

and mother arrested me for my sweet sweet dancing
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Friendship
Meghana Kaluva Sale

In between sleepless nights

I spent under covers,

Trying not to get caught

As I texted you

And names honey

To my sore ears

That slipped out of your mouth

More than once or twice

In between the laughter

Risen from my lungs

At the mention of something

Utterly foolish

And the tears spent

Every time I zipped open

Another grumble of maggots

So it was visible how they ate away at my tissue

I suppose I forgot

That our relationship,

No matter how right it felt

During the first few months,

Or how many coincidences

Can amount to a declaration of soulmates,

Was still a human relationship
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From the start

I suppose expecting

Something so inhumane,

Reflecting all the parts

Of beautifully written novels

I spent reading a good portion

Of my loneliness away

Was the wrong thing to do

I suppose I forgot that

Just like any other friendship,

Ours is an exchange

Of efforts

No matter how pure

Your intentions were

Or how pure mine

Seemed to be,

We will always

Be separated

By that boundary

I noticed that

As I handed you

Amber hued sunflowers

And white coloured roses,

You nibbled on the sunflower seeds,
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And drank the roses’ sweet nectar

And spit the thorns at my face

Along the way,

I suppose I forgot

You were

Just a human

As well
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Forget to Remember
Meghana Kaluva Sale

A�er a certain point

In time

I will cease

To exist

Mother nature

Will collect

The ashes

From my bones

And bend them

And mend them

Into silk

And satin sheets

She sews

The silk

Into dresses

She sews

The satin

Into trousers

Which both

Catch dust and

Are eaten

By the moths
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At the back

Of your closet
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Take Me Back
Meghana Kaluva Sale

I want mother earth to dry out the riverbed

So all is le� is the grainy sand

And the dead fish

I want her to turn sand into stone

And pierce my throat

And let the crimson run

And run

Until it can not anymore

Until her tears fall,

Drop by drop

Unto my lifeless body

And the red is red

No more than

Yellow is to blue

Inflict pain upon the wounds

Of selfish thoughts

And sins I was too afraid to commit

One last time

Inflict pain upon the wounds

One last time

And take the vessel

I was too careless of
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Back

Back where it wanders freely

And give

The once dead fish

Life again
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Motivation
Meghana Kaluva Sale

The second

I put my pencil down,

I step away

From my work

And I leave

My responsibilities

Behind

I pick up

My interests,

Guilty pleasures,

And things that

I think will help free

The part of me

Tied to a bind

But I’m pulled

Right back,

To where it all started

But now

Hours later,

Feeling not as rewarded

-maybe it’s the feeling of uselessness that pushes me
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Dust Storm
Meghana Kaluva Sale

Pink candy floss traces the sky

It is lined with shades of gold

Hues of purple and indigo

Eat it away

The candy floss melts

And the sugar

Consumes my eyes

They bask in the sweet liquid

Blind to the cries

That my throat is dry

And my lips are flakey

I can not see the

Water in my basket

For my vision

Is far too blurry

And my body wants to go home

And my eyes want to stay there

They bask in the sweet liquid

Blind to the cries

That my ears hear the thunder

And my skin feels the harsh wind
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I do not see the

Lightning and dust

For my vision

Is far too blurry

And my body wants to go home

And my eyes want to stay there
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Wishful
Meghana Kaluva Sale

I think of you sometimes

And wish upon

The seas

The skies

And everything

In between

That it would be me

That I would be the one

To cradle your tired limbs

And hold your very being

Within the depths

Of my le� breast

That I would be the one

To hold your warm hands

As the wind blows

Through the holes

Of our sweaters

That I would be the one

Lying in a sage green field with you,

Pointing to Orion’s belt and then Orion

Because it’s the only constellation

I can recognize

That I would be the one
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Laughing from the deep ends

Of my stomach

As I run my tear-stained hands

Through your hair

And I wish

And I wish

Because I know one day

You will not only exist

With our paths yet to cross,

But you will have found me

And the pebble-lined trail

Into my heart
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Leaves
Liza Lyons

“You’re just like me,” I said to my little abandoned companion as his desperate

chirps echoed through the trees. “Except you’re confused, and you don’t even realize

that your life is now worthless. I have already realized that. I envy you.”

What the hell was I doing? Talking to a cicada? A week ago I could have been

living my dream, but fate had other options for me. Fate had reduced me to a bug

whisperer…

I moved to a slightly less grimy part of the curb, one with fewer suspicious

stains. I still couldn’t see the cicada, but I heard him, clear as destiny. I knocked over

my clarinet case in the process. Even the jarring sound of it striking the road couldn’t

stop the cicada from crying.

What did I have le� to do? I risked everything I had to bring justice to people

like me, but it was all for nothing. My family refused to support me, my friends scoffed

at me, and the world thought I was insane. Maybe I was. Me, some wannabe musician

who could barely scrounge up enough cash to buy her beloved clarinet, wanting to

change the world? To allow everyone to truly live life how they wanted to, regardless of
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social status?

It was impossible.

When I was a child, everyone would tell me to work hard, live smart, and make

good choices, and then I would be successful. I did have aspirations. I wanted to be a

doctor, or a teacher, or a researcher. But I soon realized that without money, I couldn’t

fulfill my dreams. So I made a promise to myself that I would change the system, make

it so that money wouldn’t determine the course of my life, by pursuing what I enjoyed:

music.

And then I failed. Just like this wretched insect. I made some money, but it

wasn’t nearly enough. Now I’m le� with nothing but my destroyed ambitions and the

very instrument that caused them. Nobody’s willing to help me, saying that I brought

this upon myself by daring to envision a future where you didn’t have to be rich to

enjoy your life.

I took a deep breath. Cool air filled my senses, bringing me back to reality. It

wasn’t a cicada year. I could tell based on the fact that the buzzing of this poor soul

was the only tune around in an

otherwise silent realm. The cicada’s cries seemed to get fainter and fainter with every
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minute that passed. Had he too understood his failure?

Every 17 years, the city would come alive with nature’s symphony: an orchestra of

cicadas, newly sprung from the roots of healthy trees. Their mating calls could be heard

from miles away, and soon the cycle would begin anew. But this was not one of those

years.

The single cicada present in the foliage at that moment had missed the mark.

He finished his hibernation a year early, but by the time his kin followed on schedule,

he would be long gone. Whatever time he had le�, he would live by himself, alone and

forgotten.

No being would answer his call. One simple mistake, one miscalculation, one

poor choice that wasn’t entirely his fault had destroyed his attempt at a prosperous

life. He was reborn into a world that didn’t want him.

In nature’s hierarchy, insignificant creatures like him were already at the

bottom. Their purpose was to reproduce, then die. Maybe even provide sustenance

for something stronger, if they were lucky. Now, that was his only reason to be alive.

I’ve always been told of the “live for the sake of living” approach to life. Even

“money can’t buy happiness.” That is completely true.
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For those that are naturally privileged.

I can’t enjoy my life when I’m struggling to buy food for the day, and this cicada

can’t enjoy his life without knowing that he’s not alone.

The chirping became nearly inaudible. He was giving up, and so was I. We

truly had nothing to live for.

I wanted to finally take a look at my little companion. I stood up and noticed my

clarinet case laying in the gutters. The leather case was covered in muck, but I still

picked it up. I was already more of a mess than the case could ever be.

The dogwood tree right next to me was the last beautiful thing le� in this

square. Its flowers had already started to bloom, adding spots of white purity to the

gray background. Yet it too was alone.

I glanced through the branches I could reach. There was no sign of the cicada.

Then I examined the ground surrounding the tree. Some fallen leaves, some forlorn

flowers, but no cicada. But I thought I heard a chirp.

Without thinking, I immediately found the right thing to do. I unzipped the

clarinet case and assembled the instrument. The shiny metal keys felt like knives on my

fingers. I inserted my last reed into the mouthpiece and began to play.
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The music broke the silence. I had no particular tune in mind. I played what

felt right to me. A sad song, a meandering melody, bittersweet like the white flowers

on the tree.

A little brownish shape emerged from the fallen flowers, easily mistakable for a

dead leaf. My lonely companion, the cicada, had been there all along. His abdomen

gleamed in the clouded sunlight, and he pressed his wings, with which he could have

flown away from it all, close to his body.

He started his song again. Except this time, it had no clear purpose. It was a

song for the sake of music.

Our tunes formed an unexpected harmony, intertwining together in their own

little duet. Nothing could give me hope anymore, but this melody was comforting. If

this was all I heard for the rest of my life, so be it.

We remained there, chirping away forever, indiscernible from the leaves.
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Ode to a Mango
Mingyu Kim

Oh great mango, how your surface shimmers!

Your flesh appeals to the worthy palate.

And oh, your name, it sounds–  how it glimmers.

Yellow colors straight from a new palette.

Your sheen outshines the glorious sunshine;

Your color would make the moon envious.

The sweet taste of your flesh is so divine.

Of your flavor, no one’s oblivious.

You touch my tongue with warm, happy embrace;

Texture as smooth as the ocean’s blue waves.

Of all the fruits, you have the highest.

You are a dessert that everyone craves.

And so my sonnet to mangos, it ends;

For all of time we shall be bosom friends.
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Cliffside
Mingyu Kim

Artist’s Statement:

This is a photograph of a small brown rock on a larger red desert rock in a sea of rocks. I

took this picture for an English assignment and it's been laying around in storage for a

while now. It basically just represents a small brown rock on a larger red desert rock in a

sea of rocks because it is indeed a small brown rock on a larger red desert rock in a sea

of rocks. Thank you for looking at my photograph of a small brown rock on a larger red

desert rock in a sea of rocks.
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Inspiration Struck
Shruthi Sajith

The sun shone bright into my eyes making it hard to see. I wasn’t used to this

new climate yet, where I was from the weather never seemed to try and impale my eyes.

I was not accustomed to changes either, but at this point I was ready for them. Ready to

see something new. Having just moved here I took a walk in the morning to explore the

area and had sat myself down on this bench to catch my breath. I adjusted my eyes to

the brightness and was stunned. The scenery here was so different. I felt warm and

welcomed. Tall trees, with dark trunks and light leaves that hovered over my head.

Street lights stood tall along the pathway but were not yet lit. And lastly a singular sea

green bench,  just like mine, sat across from me on the other side of the path.

Just as I was taking in the sight, I noticed a figure below the sun. It was a girl,

and everything about her just seemed to fit the ambience around her. Her height made

her look as if she could pass as a sophomore in high school, but her clothes made me

assume she was younger. Her hair was tied up like she was ready to work. And her face

radiated the excitement that you would see on a kindergartner’s face on their first day of

school. Her eyes intensely looked into what she was holding, a singular notebook and a
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pencil. At that moment glancing down at my hand I saw my watch and realized it was

time for work. That day I didn’t get to see the cause of the excitement in her face but it

did make me feel one thing. Hope, just seeing the hope in her made me eager for what

could come next.

The next day I came to the same place. It was a Saturday so I came a little later

than yesterday. The sun shined but not as bright as the previous day. Sitting down at the

same green bench I saw the same girl. She was sitting on the bench opposite from me

this time, and in her hand she had the same notebook and pencil from before. A strand

of hair blew into her face from the breeze, but just as the breeze dri�ed her hair it

seemed to be moving her pencil as well. Her pencil flowed just as the breeze did,

nonstop. This time observing her face I didn't see the same excitement I saw yesterday.

Instead I saw something different, passion.

As time went on, available pages in her notebook slowly drained out. Everyday

her pencil paused a little more as if she had a little less to say. She didn’t have the same

pep as before. Eventually her skip to the bench turned to walking and then to her almost

dragging her feet. The sun was hidden behind the clouds as if it disappeared like the

hope of accomplishing her dreams.
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She stopped coming in the morning, but instead would come later and later

throughout the day. Till one day it was around 9 at night. It was the same park as before,

the same trees, the same bench, and the same streetlight. But there wasn't that bright

sun anymore; the only light to be seen was a singular little streetlight. I didn't feel warm

and welcomed today, instead I felt cold and distant. As I looked into her eyes again, as I

did many days before, I didn’t see the same passion. Instead all I could see was a tiny

beam of hope waiting to peer through. The next day she arrived at 9:15 p.m. She looked

exhausted. Over time she had lost energy. She still fit the ambience around her, but this

time the setting was different. It was dark and gloomy, and the smell of rain lingered,

even the streetlight flickered.

At the end of that night I had started to lose hope. As everything looked down I

did too and that's when I noticed. My shoe was untied, so I bent down and tied it. When

I sat back up again something changed. I had noticed something that I didn’t see there

before. I saw the moon. It was shining almost as brightly as I remember the sun shining

that first day I came to the park. I peered up at the sky and then glanced back down at

the girl. And as I looked at her face it seemed as if something had changed. Right there

and then I heard thunder strike, and studied her face as inspiration struck.
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Something had changed her mindset, it seemed as if the beams of hope in her

eyes were finally starting to shine through. The wind whistled through the air and her

pencil seemed to be swirling with it. A�er not being able to speak for so long her voice

finally started to come out onto her paper.  It seemed as if I was watching an old film

back to the girl I once saw.

The next day as I was strolling down the same park, the same tree, and the same

benches as I did every morning something different happened, not something new but

something nostalgic. It wasn't the sun that I saw the first day. In fact the sun was

covered by the featherlike snow. It felt cold on my skin but so�. This time though I

didn't feel the sorrow of not having a sun so bright but I was attracted to the beauty in

the snow. Expecting an ordinary morning I sat on my sea green bench to take a break

from my morning walk, and through the corner of my eye I caught her again.

Surprisingly  it reminded me of the very first time I saw her. She had the same

ambience around her as she first did, completely matching the setting. Though this time

her hair wasn’t tied back, it was loosely let down and relaxed. Her face beamed positivity

as if she was about to graduate high school and intensely staring not at a notebook and

pencil but at a book. As I looked at her for the last time I didn’t see the same hope or

passion from before, but this time I saw satisfaction. As though she thought it was all
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worth it. The sight of her isn't what felt nostalgic though, it was the feeling that she

gave me, the feeling of being ready for something new.
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a person who’s life i’m curious about
Chloe Harbin

what if the old man promenading through the park
tripped and fell on his face.

what if a careless couple, walking their dog,
let the terrier off her leash.
what if she springs towards the old man.
what if her dangling leash gets wrapped around the old man’s clogs,
pulling him down carelessly.

what if the duck he was tossing bread at a moment before,
decided to come back for more.
what if it came back for something else.
what if it came back for revenge,
revenge for giving his friend an extra piece of rye, instead of him.

what if a wizard came down from the sky,
cascading on an upside-down umbrella.
what if he landed right on the old man.
what if his thunderous appearance caused a strike
of lightning to crash into him.

what if the old man simply lost his balance.
what if the world isn’t as accidentally torturous.
what if he falls,
and it’s no one’s fault,
except his own.

what if the old man falls.
would he call someone, 911,
his ex-wife,
his grandchildren who stopped speaking to him,
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his old chess buddies.
who would he have to lose.
what would he have to lose.

would he think about the day his daughter was born,
the adrenaline of rushing his past lover
all the way to the nice hospital on the other side of town.
would he think about his graduation.
would he think about how his dad never showed up that day.
what if he calls out the name of someone he’s known since he was 11.
what if he calls out the name of someone he’s never met.
what if he calls out mine.
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Ezekiel’s
Chloe Harbin

his father brought him to a carnival
at the age of 4.  he won him
a stuffed animal sloth
at a game
where he simply swung rubber rings around
bottle necks.

my buddy Ezekiel
his father started to ramble

went to brazil to study the metamorphic cycles
of teal-colored caterpillars.
when we were in pre-k
we both be-friended a girl who
would save the lady bugs and snails underneath the slide on the playground
from the little boys who would stomp their light-up sketchers on them
crushing them. Ezekiel
the next year later
went on a walk with the girl to a swamp-like lake
sometime in the spring. together they found a
teal-colored caterpillar.
they watched it for almost 2 hours.

Ezekiel’s godson’s girlfriend’s ex-best friend became an entomologist.

the boy’s father continued. he told stories of how him
and Ezekiel traveled through madrid and
rode on a train at the
old atocha station.

he told how they
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abandoned our hand-me-down sacks full of canned fruits. we abandoned them so
we

could borrow a 43-year old man’s motorcycle
to drive through the city.

Ezekiel spent his entire life searching for something only found
at 5 years old. he created
a lie out of his life. he was never studying the metamorphic cycles of
teal-colored caterpillars.
he was studying the decay of his own psyche
as he searched and died for
a fable. he died
for something he made up as a child.

his father handed him
the teal-colored sloth with careful caution.
he tells him to

not go around
spending your life searching
for those
teal-colored caterpillars.
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itch
Chloe Harbin

every hour a new question is posed, as to why we restrain our impulses,
like the urge to scream,
to feel the chords in my throat quiver and break.
and i study it as porcelain,
toppling over just to shatter on the floor

to know how the sour notes punch my ears
and to slap myself in the face just to make sure i can still clutch onto something
screeching
for no one

it’s the type of itch so incredibly unpleasant that you’d die
just to feel it all over again.
the scratching of chord against chord,
your brain shouting at you to shut it all up
to quiet down the sounds

the song
your screams
the cosmos
all of it

there’s no room for anything else

i feel so cold as if i might break in half

i’m too tired to sleep

dragging my eyes down with my finger tips
but i can’t sense my hands on my face,
i can’t feel it.
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differentiation ceases to exist,
my hand and my face and my voice and the chords shaking and the drums splintering in
my brain are all one
it all shatters
as i itch to feel it one more time
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tale of narcissus
Chloe Harbin

doesn’t she seem     splendid
staring at you
behind the 5-inch glass

i think her off-white   stained robe
makes her

look
like a princess

with tangles cr ow  ni ng her face
like a garland of petals

sleeves
draping

past    where her fingers end
c ir cli  ng around her

back
hugging herself

hugging herself

the lonely princess

her laugh. it   caresses
the air

so� scr a tch ing
a vocal whisper

the glass   surrounding   her appears to be a protective shell
she wants it to sha tter
she sees herself    in it
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hugging my herself
hugging herself

her head is   irritated
from the inside-
out

she thinks she’s ophelia  reincarnated
i think i’m she thinks she’s the real

tragedy    of hamlet
sitting upon her   chair of   de a th draped     in  flowers

the glass. it’s so close but
silver bracelets
strangle
her movement

her head is her sac ri f ice
launching it towards that shell

until she    can get it to splinter into beautiful f r agme n ts

has she ever heard of the tale of narcissus?

bruising the s kin upon her forehead
striking striking the glass over and over and over an d
over and over

and ov e r

and over

an d          o v er              and and and and and

over and

overrrrrrrrrrzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
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the glass shatters and there i am she is
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Parallel parking
Chloe Harbin

In 1998,
she pictured an angel of history
writing down her day with a quill.
The rolling motions of the quill made
blurry streaks that imprinted in
her rearview mirror.
Her paragon of a friend makes a request of her.

Can you parallel park my car for me
She says

Wouldn’t she do anything for her. She’d haul 27
boxes of raspberry fudge in cardboard boxes.
She’d haul them to a brown door with patches
of light blue paint scraped off.
She’d haul them in her battered
1990 toyota supra
to her side of town.

Yeah sure no big deal
She mutters in return

In 2001,
she bought a pair of
mudd holographic sandal heels
to wear to dinner.
Devoid of any straight form,
the holographic heels refracted light on the side of the wall.
She brought a copy of a poem by
frank o’hara
“the day lady died.”
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Her hair had been pulled back in two braids,
to hide the knotted mess the desolation
monster had constructed.

Is it natural to feel so scattered
She thinks to herself

The paragon orders a glass of bogle old vine california zinfandel,
and she offers her a sip.
Her pink skin becomes scarred
from the suffocating bangles decorating her arms.
Her ears are drooping from mangy pearls.
It seems the paragon has suffered some.

In 2019,
she’s desperately holding onto
the handles of a
2012 ford explorer, slamming her laura gladiator sandal
into an imaginary car break.
She is finally brought to a deserted park, found on the le� side of a restaurant,
that hadn’t seen good days in 5 years.
There were only 2 spots le� on the brink
of grass. She knew she couldn’t help her. She knew she
wouldn’t be able to park there.
Pull forward past the spot, shi� gears, turn your wheel,
keep going backwards,
keep going backwards,
keep going backwards, keep going backwards

backwards
more
more backwards

just a little more
don’t forget to look behind you and stare at what you le�

behind
don’t forget to see an angel in your rear-view mirror
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keep looking back and never look forward,
shi� again, turn the wheel and try to pull up
just a little bit more.

Can you parallel park my car for me
She says

Swelling oceans full of sharp corals fill her up, almost pouring
pouring out of her eyes.

No I can’t. Let’s just find a different spot
She says apprehensively

She’s dropped off at her house, it’s devoid
of a home.
Failed attempts to drink out of an
empty cup consumes her actuality.
A cold cup of dark roast
coffee, with stains of old grains decorating it,
is still inside of the microwave.
She pours almond milk out of a
thri�-store saucer,
and she tries to nourish herself.
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A Woody Woodpecker in the Urban City
Nevyn P. Haque

Most of the trees are gone. The woody woodpecker is struggling to stay.

Friends and relatives have already le�. The woody woodpecker was pondering

whether to stay or leave. A new high rise building is completed. The tree where it

lives is just behind the new high building. It observes the humans moving into

the new building. And yet they did not cut down the tree. The woody woodpecker
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looked around the surroundings. “I can still stay, at least have a tree to live in, to

peck at and to save me from the scorching heat of the sun”, it tells itself.

“Tomorrow, when they may cut down the tree, then I will move. Because it was

heartbreaking to leave my roots where I was born, raised, played, had fun and so

many happy memories.” The woody woodpecker lost count of the memories. It

glanced at the blazing sun and started pecking at the tree again.
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An Outsider in a Strange City
Nevyn P. Haque

An outsider bird was heading towards migration as its habitat was destroyed for

building homes for humans. But what about the bird and other inhabitants? On its way to a new

destination, the outsider bird stopped, to take a rest. With curiosity, it looked around. The high

rising buildings, fewer trees, no grass,  fewer birds, butterflies, grasshoppers and other

inhabitants. It wondered, “My previous home might have become the same.” Suddenly, it

noticed a human with a strange object in its hands. The human looked friendly. The outsider

bird did not fly away out of fear. Rather, it gazed back at the human and thought that still there

is hope le� in humanity.
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A Dark Day
Sanjana Balaji

Artist Statement:

name- A Dark Day

medium- chalk pastel and oil pastel

Description- it's the same landscape as day and night. It represents the different aspects

that people view in life. Everyone has different views and opinions and it is important to

respect them all
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The Remembrance
Haileigh Pettit

I wish to crack open my chest,

and replace my organs with plants,

and just be okay filled with life,

and maybe I’ll remember how to write poetry again,

it’s a dream I can’t quite remember,

because I’ve been tired for too long,

and awake for not long enough.

And maybe I’ll remember how to have dreams again,

it’s a hope I can’t quite remember,

because I’ve been seeing for too long,

and feeling for not long enough.

And maybe I’ll remember how to feel hope again,

it’s a poem I can’t quite remember,

because I’ve been writing for too long,

and thinking for not long enough.

I wish to stitch closed my chest,

my heart accompanied by plants,

filled with the poems I remembered to sleep for,

the dreams I remembered to look for,

and the hope I remembered to think for.
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Fish Out of Water

Surbhi Chandak

Artist Statement: This piece represented my view on the differences between childhood

and adulthood. The koi fish, painted with watercolor, is painted in a cartoonish style,

along with the water painted in acrylic. The hand, made with watercolor, was painted in

a more realistic tone, which represents how adulthood sometimes strips childhood

away.
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and she spends most of her time in the studio. Daniya is also involved in

volunteer work; she is the co-leader of an organization called Help Humanity

Today and is part of She’s the First at school. Along with that, Daniya is a part of

several political organizations. She intends to pursue journalism in the future.

.
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Editorial Staff

Editor-in-Chief

Haileigh Pettit is a freshman in college. She enjoys reading books, writing music

and poetry, and studying anything and everything science. Her goal is to finish

and publish her first novel while she completes her associate degree in science.

You can find her outside at any point throughout the day, drawing inspiration

from people in the a�ernoon or from the sky at night!

Editorial Staff

Sanjana Balaji is a freshman at BASIS Chandler. She enjoys writing in her

freetime and letting her imagination run wild. She has contributed to blue guitar

and ink and feather through works of art she made. Outside of school she learns

Indian classical dance (8 years), Indian vocals (7 years), tennis (3 years), and

western violin (4 years). She loves eating anything that has caffeine or chocolate,

and her favorite drink is a white chocolate mocha. Her hobbies are baking,

reading, painting, and spending time with her friends. She isn’t sure about what

she wants to pursue as a career, but is interested in pursuing criminal law.

Maryam Chisti is a freshman at Hamilton High this year. She loves drawing, or

anything to do with the creative arts really, and cats. Just cats everywhere. Along

with cats, running and manga are the food that she lives off of.

Nevyn Parisa Haque is a student of Grade VIII, European Standard School,

Dhaka Bangladesh. She is 16 years old. She was awarded for British Council

Reading Competition in 2014 and came in 9th position of the WINGS Learning
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Centre first Annual General Knowledge Quiz Competition in 2018. She

campaigned at her school to raise donations for Nepal’s Earth Quake victims in

2015. Her essays, book reviews and photography were published in The Key Lit

Magazine, Ink and Feather 2020 Spring and Summer Issues, Teen Belle

Magazine, IHRAF Youth Anthology on Human Rights and Social Justice, and

IHRAF PUBLISHES_YOUTH. She takes a keen interest in community service

and anti-bullying campaigns. She has completed her Virtual Rotary Youth

Exchange program 2020-2021 as a pilot exchange participant in Bangladesh. Her

pastimes include reading, traveling, trying different cuisine, and taking pictures.

Daniya Siddiqui is a freshman at Hamilton High School. She enjoys writing in

her free time, especially for her Substack newsletters. She is a competitive dancer,

and she spends most of her time in the studio. Daniya is also involved in

volunteer work; she is the co-leader of an organization called Help Humanity

Today and is part of She’s the First at school. Along with that, Daniya is a part of

several political organizations. She intends to pursue journalism in the future.

Suvasini Subbaraman is a freshman in high school. She enjoys the creative arts,

such as music and art. She has played the violin for 3 years, has sung Indian

classical music for 8 years, and has drawn for over 5 years. She enjoys doing many

things in her free time, such as drawing, watching anime, and reading manga,

mainly from the author, Ito Junji.

Nandini Warrier is a freshman at Paradise Valley High School. She has played

the piano for over 8 years. She enjoys writing and uses it as an outlet to discuss

current issues in the world, with a focus around the ongoing environmental

crisis. She is also the Arizona Research Director for the Polling Place, an

organization which provides unbiased information about candidates running in
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the upcoming elections. In her free time, she likes to read, bake, and spend time

with friends and family.

Ameerah Zafar is a senior in high school. She enjoys reading, writing and

sleeping, but drawing holds first place in her heart. Her current hobby is staring

at art pieces for unhealthy amounts of time in order to study and improve. She

intends to pursue chemistry in the future.

Founder/Advisor

Lysa Cohen holds a M.Ed. in Education from Northern Arizona University and a

M.A. in English and Creative Writing from Southern New Hampshire University.

She is currently finishing a PhD in Curriculum, Assessment, Instruction, and

Evaluation.  She has been an educator for over 25 years teaching ABE/GED,

ACT/SAT Test Prep, Academic Success, American History, AP Language and

Literature, Creative Writing, English/Composition, and Music.  In addition to

teaching, she is a professional musician, playing and teaching mandolin, piano,

violin, and viola.  She is the co-principal violist for the Richey Community

Orchestra.  Lysette has traveled extensively, but currently makes her home on the

Gulf Coast of Florida.  Her nonfiction essays, short stories, and poems can be

found in Page & Spine, The Penman Review, The Scarlet Leaf, Unstrung, The

Blue Guitar Literary and Arts Magazine, and Blue Guitar Jr.
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Open Call to Artists and Writers

Ink & Feather Literary and Arts Journal is seeking art, fiction, non-fiction and poetry
submissions by artists, photographers, and writers (ages 13-20).

Details:
● Deadline for submissions is 10/31/22.
● Writers and artists may submit in more than one genre.
● Please review the Submission Guidelines page at
http://www.inkandfeatherliteraryjournal.com
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